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SUBJECT: PUTTING A NEW ARTICLE INTO PRODUCTION

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years product life in the footwear industry has become short. Therefore, one of the essential 

éléments of success is the fast and timely introduction of new articles into production. At présent, not 

enough attention is given to the details of new article introduction. The process is not standardized 

and many unresolved issues become major problems during production.

Examination of many newly introduced articles show unnecessary and excessive waste. Prodefcost 

exercises performed throughout B.S.O. also show that insufficient attention is given by design and 

costing departments to the correct interlocking of patterns. Several modifications can very often 

resuit in considérable savings of materials.

The introduction of new articles invariably causes "bottlenecks" because of inadéquate préparation. 

For example, a sewing line can slow down when a new material is harder than usual and breaks 

standard needles.

The cause of many quality accidents can be traced to the inadéquate testing of new materials during 

the early stages of development. This is particularly true when entirely new designs hâve been 

conceived or when old designs are manufactured by very new methods. Production delays and 

cumulative losses can be reduced by a systematic approach which thoroughly examines the new 

article, thereby reducing the time and cost of its introduction into volume production.

2. OBJECT

To describe the B.S.O. method of "Introducing A New Article Into Production", so that many poten- 

tial production problems can be eliminated, costs minimized and the introduction is fast and timely.

3. OVERALL DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

The observations and expérience of a number of B.S.O. companies hâve been combined in a four 

stage System for the introduction of new articles. Thus, the process can be monitored from the in- 

ception of new ideas to the first production. These four stages are as follows:

STAGE I - CREATE AND REVIEW PROTOTYPE OF NEW ARTICLE

Using available marketing information, design the article to meet the demand of a particular market 

segment. Consider the necessary resources: materials, machines and manpower. Co-operation 

among the marketing, production, purchasing, and costing departments in the early stages will en- 

sure an economically viable product, suitable for volume production.

STAGE II - TEST NEW DESIGN FOR PRODUCTION DIFFICULTES

Construct samples of the prototype shoe in actual production departments, i.e. manipulation, sewing 

and assembly so that potential difficultés in production can surface at the start. Solutions to dif

ficultés that do arise might include a proposai to modify the design.

STAGE III - FREEZINGTHE DESIGN OFTHE NEW ARTICLE

When sales and marketing, purchasing, production and costing departments ail agréé on the new 

design, it should be approved by the company manager.

STAGE IV - ENSURE AVAILABILITY AND TIMING OF PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT AND 

PRODUCTION DOCUMENTS.

Many delays occur because equipment is not tested in time for production. In the same way, correct 

documentation is required for both production and quality control. When the planning process is well- 

organized, equipment testing and paperwork are complété prior to the start of the production of the 

new article.
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THE OBJECTIVE IN STAGE I IS TO CHECK THE FEASIBILITY OF DESIGN FOR VOLUME PRO

DUCTION AND TO ENSURE OVERALL ECONOMY THROUGH EFFECTIVE UTILIZATION OF 

MATERIALS, MACHINES AND MANPOWER. (SEE CHART 2)

STAGE I PREPARE PROTOTYPE I

OBJECTIVE: —CHECK FEASIBILITY OF DESIGN FOR MASS PRODUCTION

-ENSURE OVERALL ECONOMY WITH EFFECTIVE UTILIZATION 

OF MATERIALS/MANPOWER/MACHINES

PRODUCT DEV. SHOECON FASHION HOUSES COMPETITORS

RE VIEW OE

NEW PRODUCT1DEAS

T_ _ _

TREND REPORTS |

PROTOTYPE IPREPARED BY 

CREATIVE DESIGNERS

PKODEV MGR

— IF DESIGN CONFLICT 

WITH EXISTING DESIGNS

— INFR1NGF.MENT OF ANY 

PATENTS

-BASIC PRINC1PLE OF 

STANDARDIZATION 

COUNTERS — BACK HEIC.HT 

TOE SPRINC.

BACK PART

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

PRODUCTION MANAGER 

PURCHAS1NG MANAGER 

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER 

COSTING MANAGER 

TECHNICAL DESIGNER 

MARKETING MANAGER

T

PRODUCTION MGR 

—UTILIZATION OF TOTAL 

LEATHER THICKNESS

— REVIEW MACHINE R Y i EQUIPMENT 

CAPABILITY / AVAILABILITY

— IDENTIFY PRODUCTION 

PROBLEMS —

MAN IP—SEW ING—ASSEMBLY

COSTING MGR./PURCHASING MGR.

—VALUE ANALYSIS TIPS 

—USE OF ALT. MATERIALS 

—MATERIALS CONFORM TO BSO MIN. SPECS 

—PRECOST ASSESSMENT 

—SUGGEST MODIFICATION TO IMP.

ECONOMY^ N PROFITABILITY

TECHNICAL DESIGNER 

IMPLEMENTAIT MODIFICATIONS 

PROPOSEDBY:

PRODEV MANAGER 

PRODUCTION MANAGER 

COSTING MANAGER 

PREPARE PROTOTYPE II

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

REVIEW PROTOTYPE II

ACCEPT —MODIFY -HIEJECT S AMPLE
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4. SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OFTHE SYSTEM

The 4 stages described hâve been schematically described in Chart 1. Each stage is coloured dit- 

ferently to clarify the steps involved. For quick and efficient introduction of the new article, each step 

in the sequence, with detailed checkpoints and spécifie actions, must be followed.

5. PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATION OFTHE SYSTEM

To demonstrate the practical application of the System, a current product, Jogger article number 853- 

3739 will be treated as the new article to be introduced. The analysis of its introduction, in the 4 sug- 

gested stages, is as follows:

STAGE 1

The object of Stage 1 is to check feasibility of design for volume production, and to ensure overall 

economy through the effective use of manpower, materials and machines.

Ideas for the new product line of joggers are gathered from a variety of sources: salesmen, the 

product development department, conférences such as Shoecon, fashion houses, and from the 

"Trend Reports" issued by Bata Limited. From these ideas the new Prototype 1 is prepared by the 

Creative designers.(See Figure 1)

Figure 1 Northstar Jogger "Prototype 1 "

Considérations for Stage 1

The basic questions to be asked in the early stages are: —

1. Can it be produced?

2. Is it economical?

3. Can necessary materials be obtained?

Product Development Committee Reviews Prototype 1

The Prototype 1 is reviewed by a committee which consists of a product development manager, 

production manager, purchasing manager, costing manager, technical designer, and marketing 

manager. Thus, those who are actively concerned with the new article are involved during the early 

stages so that basic questions are answered and thereby problems are avoided.

In particular, the committee compares the product's suitability, and examines it for conflicts with 

the existing design. If this study is satisfactory, basic construction details are reviewed for standardi- 

zation purposes.
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Example: Back height and toespring are checked. If the product adhères to basic standardization prin

cipes, it is approved. (See Figure 2)

Figure 2 Back Part Height and Toe Spring

The costing and purchasing managers analyse the prototype for value, and make any suggestions that 

might improve its profitability, for example, the use of alternate materials.

Example: At this point in the example being studied, certain suggestions to improve Prototype I 

arose. The eyelet stays were originally designed without interlocking principles. The costing manager 

therefore suggested a little widening of the tips which would resuit in total interlocking. (See Figure 3)

Figure 3 Eyelet Stays

The costing manager also proposed that the sponge socks be produced with cut-outs at the tip por

tion to save material. (See Figure 4)
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Figure4 Sponge Socks

The prototype is next reviewed by the production manager. The production manager looks at the 

utilization of total leather thickness, reviews machinery and equipment capacity as well as 

availability. Fie identifies production problems in manipulation, sewing, and assembly, and then pro

poses design changes.

Example: In this particular case, in Prototype I, the toe piece was to be joined with two rows of 

stitching, with a distance of 4 mm between them. This process would hâve to be performed with 

single needle sewing machines. The production manager pointed out that if the distance between the 

two rows could be reduced to 2 mm, a double needle machine could be used. This would enhance the 

design, and would be more economical. (See Figure 5)

Figure 5 Sewing Toe Pièces

Suggestions from the costing manager, purchasing manager, and the product development manager 

are then channelled to the technical designer who préparés what is termed "Prototype II". (See 

Figure 6) In preparing Prototype II, the designer uses every modification to produce a new model.
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Product Development Committee Reviews Prototype II

The product development committee reviews Prototype II in order to accept, modify or reject it. Any 

slight modifications are carried out at this point; if the model is rejected then the whole cycle is 

repeated. The members of the committee re-examine the Prototype II to see that ail recom

mendations hâve been incorporated.

Figure 6 Prototype II

STAGE II DURING STAGE II, PROTOTYPE II IS CRIT1CALLY EXAMINED. THE OBJECTIVE DURING THIS STAGE IS 

TO DISCOVER PRODUCTION PROBLEMS BY ACTUALLY MAKING THE SAMPLE THROUGH VARIOUS DEP- 

ARTMENTS AND SOLVING ANY PROBLEMS WHICH MIGHT ARISE. (SEE CHART 3)

STAGE» CRITICALLY EXAMINE PROTOTYPE II

OBJECTIVE: FINDOUT PRODUCTION PROBLEMS BY ACTUALLY

MAKING SAMPLE THROUGH VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS 

ANDSOLVE PROBLEMS

PROTOTYPE II IF CUSTOMER REACTION

CRITICALLY EXAMINE 1NDICATES MASS SELLER

MANUFACTURINCi DETAILS CARRY OUT PRODEFCOST

MANIPULATION DEPTS SEWING DEPTS ASSEMBLY DEPTS

— MANIPULATION WASTE- -FITTING — LASTING ABILITY

1NTERLOCKING -STTTCHING CURVES — PATTERN CORRECTION

— UT1LIZATION FULL LEATHER CORNERS OVER OR UNDER ALLOWANCE

— INSOLE PATTERNS — DECOR ATION-TH RE AD —TYPE OF CEMENT

-SOLE MATERIAL — PREPARATION NEEDLE COMBINATION —ADHESION PROBLEM

-SINGLE,DOUBLE OR

TRIPLE NEEDLE

STITCHING

TECH. DESIGNER & P

SOLVE ALT PROBLE1S

OF PRODEFCOST AN

INVESTIGATIONS.

RODN. SUPERVISOR

TS ARISING OUT

3 PRODUCTION

PREPARE — FINAL SAMPLE

PILOT TEST AND EITTING TEST

—CHECK EFF1C1ENCY OF MAN1P.

—IF SEQUENCE OF SEWING CORRECT 

— ANY PROBLEMS IN ASSEMBLA

1

weartIstI
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STAGE II

The object of Stage II is to discover production problems by actually constructing the new article in 

the factory, through the manipulation, sewing, and assembly departments, and by listing and solving 

ail the problems.

Establish Customer Reaction

When Prototype II is ready, customer reaction is measured. If the reaction is favourable, a formai 

Prodefcost is carried out and its details are scrutinized. At this point, the technical designer actually 

makes the shoe with the factory foremen, and both observe its progress through ail phases of 

manipulation, sewing and assembly. In this way, the expérience of each department is incorporated 

into the new article.

Actual Production of the New Article by the Production Departments

In the manipulation department, the actual thickness of materials is examined: The patterns are 

checked for proper interlocking and total utilization of leather; the insole patterns are examined; the 

préparation of sole materials and other components is checked to make certain they are economical.

The designer should check with upper and bottom manipulation foremen to ensure that no problems 

will arise once the article is put into production. Requirements for spécial equipment should be 

discussed at this stage.

It is in the sewing department where fashion and design made the most impact on production. The 

sewing manager follows the stitching of the sample upper very closely. Experienced operators can 

give valuable comments. A list of operations in-sequence is then prepared together with the equip

ment necessary to produce this particular article. The list will then be used as a source document for 

the préparation of SPM statements.

The requirements of machines and skills in the sewing department are then compared with what is 

available. Specifically, the components are checked to see if they fit properly; their curves are ex

amined to make sure they are not too sharp and that there are no sudden corners; thread décorations 

are examined, as well as the thread and needle combination; a final check is made to détermine 

whether multiple-needle machines can be used where applicable.

Figure 7 Tacking Tongue to Vamp
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While making newjoggers as described above, in the sewing department, the manager discovered a 

spécifie problem with the type of tack being used. The shape of the tack was similar to a horse shoe, 

for which no cams were locally available. Because of this, it had to be stitched by a single needle 

machine, which cost 54.5 SPM's per 100 pairs. To improve the operation, the sewing manager 

suggested changing the shape of the tack to resemble a half moon, thereby enabling a standard Pfaff 

tacker to be used. In this way, the SPM's were reduced to 30, saving 24.5 SPM's per 100 pairs. The 

suggestion was readily accepted. (See Figure 7)

The sample is then taken to the assembly department. Here, the lasting ability is reviewed. Correction 

of the pattern takes place if there is any over or under allowance. The type of adhesives are examined 

to détermine any adhesion problems which might occur.

Lasting Margin 

before Correction

Corrected 

Lasted Margin

Figure 8 Lasting Margin

While the new jogger was in the assembly department, it was noticed that the pattern had a 22mm 

lasting allowance. In the corrected pattern this was reduced to 12mm, saving 100 sq. cm per pair. 

(See Figure 8)

In conjunction with économie considérations, it is important to ensure that the patterns are exact 

when the shoes are lasted with a two-machine System. In this particular instance, incorrect patterns 

caused a considérable accumulation at the toe and heel, as well as loose lasting. However, corrected 

patterns removed both these problems.

Settle Ail Points Raised by Production Supervisors

As the new samples are completed on the factory floor, comments from the manipulation foreman, 

the sewing forelady or foreman, and the assembly supervisor are recorded on the new article com

ment card. Ail the points arising out of the comment card should be settled.

Fitting Test

A fitting test is carried out to ensure that the shoes are comfortable, and that they fit properly

Pilot Test

A pilot test is carried out using five pairs of each size of shoe. Once again, a checklist is made on the 

efficiency of manipulation, the correct sequence in the sewing department and the détection of any 

problems which might appear in the assembly department. (See Checklist II)

Wear Test

When the pilot test is complété, the same shoes are sent for wear testing, to further détermine the 

quality of the shoes in actual wear.

Any points arising out of fitting, pilot and wear tests are dealt with to ensure that the shoes to be pro- 

duced will not hâve any inhérent defects and/or production difficulties.
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THE OBJECT OF STAGE III IS TO ARRIVE AT AN AGREEMENT BY THE SALES, MARKETING, 

PRODUCTION, PURCHASING AND COSTING DEPARTMENTS, INCLUDING THE SIGNING OF THE 

REFERENCE SAMPLE AND APPROVAL BY THE COMPANY MANAGER. (SEE CHART IV)

STAGE III: _ FINALIZE REFERENCE SAMPLE

OBJECTIVE: ARRIVE AT TOTAL AGREEMENT OF SALES, MARKETING, AND PRODUCTION

DEPARTMENTS, INCLUDING SIGNING OF REFERENCE SAMPLE 

AND APPROVAL BY COMPANY MANAGER

SALES/MARKETING MGR PRODUCTION MGR COSTING MGR

— COMPARE WITH — ALL RECOMMENDATIONS — ALL RECOMMENDATIONS

PROTOTYPE II FROM FOREMEN/SUPERVISORS OF PRODEFCOST

— ENSUREREFERENCE HAVE BEEN IMPLEMENTED ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL

SAMPLE CORRESPONDS INTERLOCKING

TOCUSTOMERS PATTERNS

REQUIREMENTS ALLOWANCES

— HASSALESAPPEAL
(c y >

IMPLEMENTED _

SIGN REFERENCE SAMPLE 

AND APPROVAL BY 

COMPANY MANAGER

CHART4
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STAGE III

The object of Stage III is to arrive at an agreement among sales, production, purchasing, and costing 

departments, and to hâve the reference sample signed by the company manager, thereby freezing the 

design.

Review by the Sales Manager

The sales and marketing managers examine the final reference sample, compare it with Prototype II 

and ensure that the sample meets customer requirements and has sales appeal.

Review by Production Manager

The production manager makes certain that ail the recommendations made by the sewing, manipula

tion, and assembly departments hâve been incorporated into the design, so that the likelihood of pro

duction difficulties is reduced.

Review by the Costing and Purchasing Managers

The costing manager is responsible for the introduction of ail recommendations made by himself and 

the purchasing manager. In the example being studied, this included the use of alternative materials; 

the interlocking of patterns; the corrected allowances.

Once ail the accepted recommendations from the various departments hâve been put through, the 

product development committee collectively reviews the final sample, and the production manager 

and the sales manager sign the sample. On this basis, the company manager approves the final 

design. Once the reference sample is signed, the design is frozen and no further changes are allowed.
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STAGE IV:

STAGE IV INVOLVES THE PREPARATION OF PRE-PRODUCTION DOCUMENTS AND TO ENSURE

AVAILABILITY OF PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT. (SEE CHART 5) STAGE IV

The object of this stage is to ensure that the production equipment is ordered well in advance, is 

received and checked before production, and that production documents are available as required.

Préparation of Production Documents

The designing department préparés the MODRAK, which gives details of how the upper is to be put 

together. It supplies the details for the skiving allowance and other details for manufacturing the 

upper. The technical designer also préparés the Production Guide, which gives the details of 

spécification of various components of the shoe.

STAGE IV PREPARE PREPRODUCTION DOCUMENTS

OBJECTIVE: — HAVE PREPRODUCTION DOCUMENTS READY IN TIME 

— HAVE PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE IN TIME

tôt

SALES

MGR

PROD

MGR

CO

(LJMGR

j TECHNICAL DESIGNER DESIGN DEPT.

— PREPARE MODRAK

— PREPARE PRODUCTION GUIDE

1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

— GRADE PATTERNS

— ORDER LASTS

— ORDERS MOULDS

— ORDER CUTTING KNIVES

COSTING MGR

PREPARE SPM STATEMENT 

AREADRAWINGS 

TRACINGS 

DETAILED COSTING

COMPARE

WITH

IDEAL

WORKSHOP

GUIDE

CHECK ALL EQUIPMENT 

AGAINST PATTERNS 

TESTMOULDSIN 

WORKSHOP

PUT NEW ARTICLE INTO PRODUCTION

FORECAST — PLAN — FREEZE

The costing department préparés SPM statements, area drawings, tracings and detailed costings, so 

that the article can be put on the production planning cycle.

Availability of Production Equipment

The designing department ensures that ail graded patterns are available, that the lasts are ordered, 

that the complété range is tested and that the moulds are brought into the factory to be tested before 

the production starts.

CHARTV
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Figure 9 Final Sample
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Final Sample Comparison of New Article SPM's with Idéal Workshop

At this point it is helpful to compare the SPM statement and the machinery to be used with the Idéal 

Workshop Guide, in order to ensure optimum efficiency and correct sélection of machines and 

SPM's.

New Article and Production Planning Cycle

The new article is now ready for introduction. However, the production planning cycle must be 

honoured. The shoe must be included in forecast, production planning and production freeze, before 

the article is put into production. In many instances the production forecast and production planning 

will run parallel to Stage III or Stage IV so that little or no time is lost in the introduction of the new 

shoe.

6. TIME SCHEDULES FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF NEW ARTICLES

The time required for the introduction of a new article varies from company to company, and also 

within each company, depending on the type of new article.

For example, in the companies in developing countries where the new article requires new materials, 

new machines, new moulds, new lasts or other equipment which hâve to be imported, a lead time, 

équivalent to the time required for obtaining the import licence, is required. The delivery time of the 

new items by the suppliers is also required. This, of course, varies from one situation to another.

In countries where there are no import licence formalities and new moulds, machines and equipment 

are required, the time for introduction of the new article will be dictated by the longest delivery time 

needed for one of the items in question.

Where a new article is being introduced which does not necessitate the purchase of new materials, 

moulds, or machines, lasts or equipment and the changes are limited to design or pattern changes, 

the new article can be introduced in 2 to 4 weeks. It is dépendent on how "new” the new article is.

Therefore the introduction of the new article is generally linked to the Shoe Line Calendar, which is 

different in every company.

To recapitulate, the essential considérations for new article introduction are:

Import Licence 

New Moulds 

New Materials 

New Lasts

New Construction 

New Machinery 

New Colours 

New Processes

As a guideline, we are also including a suggested calendar which details five variable conditions. (See 

Figure 10) They are as follows:

New Concept

New Concept

New Design

New Design 

Existing Design

- Lasts, moulds, materials 

To be imported.

- New lasts, moulds, materials 

Ail obtainable locally.

- Existing lasts, moulds, materials 

Ail available in factory.

- Spécial Customer-Rush

- Spécial Customer

This suggested calendar is shown in Figure 10. It is absolutely necessary that every company 

establishes its own target for every new article, and that the target plan is followed, so that the new 

articles reach the market at the required time.
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7. CONCLUSION

Introduction of this System of putting a new article into production will resuit in better utilization of 

materials and other available resources. It will ensure fast introduction, as well as economy of produc

tion and réduction of cost. Such a System will anticipate possible production problems or quality 

defects and correct them before actual production begins. This will minimize in-process delays and in- 

crease co-operation among departments. As a resuit, efficiency in production and profitability of 

operation will be improved.

Four checklists, one for each stage, are enclosed with this Procedure Manual Bulletin. It will be 

helpful if these checklists are used when the System is introduced.
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IN ORDER TO MOVE SYSTEMATICALLY, A COMPREHENSIVE CHECKLIST HAS BEEN PREPARED AND IS GIVEN 

BELOW, AS CHECKLIST STAGE I. THIS LIST INDICATES WHAT IS TO BE CHECKED AT STAGE I BY THE 

VARIOUS PEOPLE RESPONSIBLE FOR REVIEWING PROTOTYPE I AND PREPARING PROTOTYPE IL

CHECKLIST STAGE 1

ITEM RESPONSIBLE CHECK

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

CHECK DESIGN FOR STANDARDIZATION

OF COMPONENTS
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER y

BACK HEIGHT PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER y
BACK PART MOULDING PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER y*

TOE SPRING PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER y'

COUNTER — TOE PUFF PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER y

CHECK DESIGN FOR MIN. QUALITY

SPECIFICATION

UPPER THICKNESS

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

y'

y'

SOLE THICKNESS PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER y'

INSOLE TYPE —THICKNESS PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER y'

COUNTER TYPE —THICKNESS PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER y

TOE PUFF TYPE —THICKNESS PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER y'

ECONOMY PROFITABILITY EVALUATION

VALUE ANALYSIS
COSTING MANAGER y

CHECK ALTERNATIVE MATERIALS
COSTING MANAGER y

FOR SOLE, INSOLE, COUNTER, LINING
COSTING MANAGER y

DECORATION MATERIAL COSTING MANAGER y

CHECK INTERLOCKING OF COMPONENTS COSTING MANAGER y

CALCULATE/EVALUATE PROFITABILITY COSTING MANAGER y

PRODUCTION PROBLEM ANALYSIS

IDENTIFY PRODUCTION PROBLEMS PRODUCTION MANAGER y

CAPABILITY OF MACHINES/MANPOWER PRODUCTION MANAGER y

AVAILABILITY OF MACHINES/MANPOWER PRODUCTION MANAGER y

STITCHING CURVES CORNERS PRODUCTION MANAGER y

SINGLE /MULTI NEEDLE DECORATION PRODUCTION MANAGER y

CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS PRODUCTION MANAGER y

ADHESION PROBLEMS PRODUCTION MANAGER y

Checklist Stage 1
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CHECKLIST STAGE II

ITEM RESPONSIBLE CHECK

INVESTIGATE PRODUCTION PROBLEMS TECH DESIGNER AND

MANIPULATION UPPER FOREMAN UPPER

MANIPULATION y

CHECK FOR WASTAGE

FULL UPPER MATERIAL UTILIZATION MANIPULATION FOREMAN y

LINING MATERIAL POSSIBLE UTILIZATION MANIPULATION FOREMAN y

TRIMS MANIPULATION FOREMAN y

MANIPULATION BOTTOM TECH DESIGNER AND

FOREMAN BOTTOM

MANIPULATION FOREMAN y

INSOLE DIES INTERLOCK MANIPULATION FOREMAN y

SOLES + MOULDS MANIPULATION FOREMAN y

CHECK THICKNESS MANIPULATION FOREMAN y

SEWING TECH DESIGNER AND

FORELADY SEWING y

ALLOWANCES FOR FOLDING FORELADY SEWING y

OVERLAPPING FORELADYSEWING y

JOINING FORELADY SEWING y

DECORATION SINGLE/DOUBLE FORELADY SEWING y

MULTINEEDLE MACHINES FORELADY SEWING y

EASE OF COMPONENT FITTING FORELADY SEWING y

ASSEMBLY TECH DESIGNER AND y

ASSEMBLY FOREMAN y

LASTING MARGINS — STRETCH ASSEMBLY FOREMAN y

FIT ON LAST — WRINKLES — EXCESS UPPER ASSEMBLY FOREMAN y

ADHESION PROBLEMS ASSEMBLY FOREMAN y

TYPE OF CLEANING ASSEMBLY FOREMAN y

TYPE OF FINISHING ASSEMBLY FOREMAN y

FITTING / PILOT TEST RESULTS TECH DESIGNER y

FIVE PAIRS OF EACH SIZE TECH DESIGNER y

WEAR TEST RESULTS

CHECK WEAR TEST SHOES PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER y

AT DEFINED PERIODS

Checklist Stage II

,
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A CHECKLIST FOR STAGE III IS PREPARED TO ENSURE THAT THE SHOE HAS BEEN RE-EXAMINED FROM 

ALL ANGLES, BEFORE FINALIZATION. (SEE CHECKLIST III)

CHECKLIST STAGE III

ITEM FOR CHECKING RESPONSIBLE CHECK

SALES & MARKETING DEPARTMENT

CHECK ANTICIPATED VOLUME SALES MANAGER y'

CHECK IF REFERENCE SAMPLE CORRESPONDS MARKETING MANAGER y

TO WHAT CUSTOMER WANTS

CHECK FOR SALES APPEAL PRODUCT DEV. MGR S

SIGN REFERENCE SAMPLE TECHNICAL DESIGNER

PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT

CHECK IF PRODUCTION RECOMMENDATIONS

FROM STAGE IIMPLEMENTED PRODUCTION MGR lS

FROM STAGE II IMPLEMENTED PRODUCTION MGR tS

SIGN REFERENCE SAMPLE PRODUCTION MGR

COSTING DEPARTMENT

CHECK IF COSTING DEPT RECOMMENDATIONS

FROM STAGE I IMPLEMENTED COSTING MGR y

ITEMS FROM PRODEFCOST IMPLEMENTED COSTING MGR y

SIGN REFERENCE SAMPLE COSTING MGR y

PURCHASING DEPARTMENT

CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY OF

MATERIAL WITH CORRECT SPECIFICATION PURCHASING MGR U*

SIGN REFERENCE SAMPLE PURCHASING MGR y

APPROVAL OF INTRODUCTION INTO SHOELINE COMPANY MGR lS

Checklist Stage III

CHECKLIST STAGE IV

ITEM FOR CHECKING RESPONSIBLE CHECK

DESIGNING

REFERENCE SAMPLE SIGNED APPROVED CHIEF DESIGNER V*

GRADED PATTERNS CHIEF DESIGNER y

ORDERED LASTS CHIEF DESIGNER y

MOULDS CHIEF DESIGNER y

KNIVES CHIEF DESIGNER y'

MATRIX PERFORATION CHIEF DESIGNER y

MARKING DIES CHIEF DESIGNER

TECH DESIGNING

PREPARE MODRAK TECHNICAL DESIGNER
y'

PREPARE PRODUCTION GUIDE TECHNICAL DESIGNER
y'

COSTING DEPARTMENT

SPM STATEMENTS COSTING MANAGER y

AREA DRAWINGS COSTING MANAGER y*

TRACINGS COSTING MANAGER y*

DETAILED COSTING COSTING MANAGER y

CHECKLIST STAGE IV


